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In response to our paper calling for more rigorous research on health interventions in humanitarian 

settings,1 we very much welcome the letter by Chynoweth et al. that raises the important issue that 

humanitarian health actors can also fail to apply existing evidence, particularly in regards to sexual 

and reproductive health.2  Chynoweth note there are proven examples of effective interventions for 

family planning, neonatal health and sexual violence that the humanitarian community still fail to 

adequately deliver.  

What may explain this failure to use existing evidence? In our paper we note a number of reasons 

why the humanitarian sector has been slow to meaningfully evaluate interventions and some of 

these reasons also apply to the uptake of existing evidence.  A fundamental cause is the lack of 

awareness of available evidence among many humanitarian actors, and a preference for instead 

relying on usual practice and “gut instinct”. Changing this requires a cultural shift within 

humanitarian organisations, including building skills and capacity to better identify, analyse, 

interpret and apply evidence (particularly from epidemiological and economic data).  

The failure of the humanitarian community to adequately use evidence also suggests researchers are 

failing to effectively communicate their findings or that they are conducting research of limited 

relevance to humanitarian actors. This requires academic institutions to better understand the 

needs of operational agencies and decision-makers, their perceptions on the use of evidence, and to 

provide more relevant and timely evidence. There are some initiatives seeking to promote 

humanitarian and academic research collaborations such as the RECAP project and these should be 

strongly encouraged.3-5 Improved open access digital platforms are also required to better share 

information, data and evidence amongst the various actors of the humanitarian system.  

The failure to sufficiently use evidence-based interventions also highlights weaknesses in 

humanitarian governance. Donors should use greater incentives and sanctions to require the 

humanitarian agencies they fund to use evidence-based approaches. Similarly, United Nations 

agencies responsible for coordinating humanitarian response and setting normative standards 
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should apply and enforce evidence-based approaches. The use of evidence should not be seen as a 

luxury in humanitarian settings, but as an essential means of improving humanitarian responses and 

as a core part of humanitarian accountability. 
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